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QUESTION: 46
 
Which feature does PPP use to encapsulate multiple protocols? 


A. NCP 
B. LCP 
C. IPCP 
D. IPXP 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 
Network Core Protocol (NCP) is the component that encapsulates and configures 
multiple network layer protocols. 

QUESTION: 47 
Users have been complaining that their Frame Relay connection to the corporate site 
is very slow. The network administrator suspects that the link is overloaded. Based 
on the partial output of the Router # show frame relay pvc command shown in the 
graphic, which output value indicates to the local router that traffic sent to the 
corporate site is experiencing congestion? 

A. DLCI=100 
B. last time PVC status changed 00:25:40 
C. in BECN packets 192 
D. in FECN packets 147 
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E. in DF packets 0 

Answer: C 

Explanation: 
First we should grasp the concept of BECN & FECN through an example: 

Suppose Router A wants to send data to Router B through a Frame Relay network. If 
the network is congested, Switch 1 (a DCE device) will set the FECN bit value of 
that frame to 1, indicating that frame experienced congestion in the path from source 
to destination. This frame is forwarded to Switch 2 and to Router B (with the FECN 
bit = 1). Switch 1 knows that the network is congesting so it also sends frames back 
to Router A with BECN bit set to 1 to inform that path through the network is 
congested. 

In general, BECN is used on frames traveling away from the congested area to warn 
source devices that congestion has occurred on that path while FECN is used to alert 
receiving devices if the frame experiences congestion. BECN also informs the 
transmitting devices to slow down the traffic a bit until the network returns to normal 
state. The question asks “which output value indicates to the local router that traffic 
sent to the corporate site is experiencing congestion” which means it asks about the 
returned parameter which indicates congestion ->BECN. 

QUESTION: 48 
CORRECT TEXT 
Lab - Access List Simulation 
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A network associate is adding security to the configuration of the Corp1 router. The 
user on host C should be able to use a web browser to access financial information 
from the Finance Web Server. No other hosts from the LAN nor the Core should be 
able to use a web browser to access this server. Since there are multiple resources for 
the corporation at this location including other resources on the Finance Web Server, 
all other traffic should be allowed. The task is to create and apply a numbered 
access-list with no more than three statements that will allow ONLY host C web 
access to the Finance Web Server. No other hosts will have web access to the 
Finance Web Server. All other traffic is permitted. Access to the router CLI can be 
gained by clicking on the appropriate host. 
All passwords have been temporarily set to “cisco”. 
The Core connection uses an IP address of 198.18.196.65 
The computers in the Hosts LAN have been assigned addresses of 192.168.33.1 – 
92.168.33.254 
Host A 192.168.33.1 
Host B 192.168.33.2 
Host C 192.168.33.3 
Host D 192.168.33.4 
The servers in the Server LAN have been assigned addresses of 172.22.242.17 – 
172.22.242.30 
The Finance Web Server is assigned an IP address of 172.22.242.23. The Public 
Web Server is assigned an IP address of 172.22.242.17 

Answer:  
Corp1#configure terminal 
Our access-list needs to allow host C – 192.168.33.3 to the Finance Web Server 
172.22.242.23 via web (port 
80) Corp1(config)#access-list 100 permit tcp host 192.168.33.3 host 172.22.242.23 
eq 80 Deny other hosts access to the Finance Web Server via web 
Corp1(config)#access-list 100 deny tcp any host 172.22.242.23 eq 80 
All other traffic is permitted Corp1(config)#access-list 100 permit ip any any 
Apply this access-list to Fa0/1 interface (outbound direction) 
Corp1(config)#interface fa0/1 
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Corp1(config-if)#ip access-group 100 out Explanation : 
Select the console on Corp1 router Configuring ACL 
Corp1>enable Corp1#configure terminal 
Comment: To permit only Host C (192. 168. 33. 3){source addr} to access finance 
server address (172. 
22.242. 23){destination addr} on port number 80 (web) Corp1(config)# access-list 
100 permit tcp host 192.168.33.3 host 172.22.242.23 eq 80 
Comment: To deny any source to access finance server address (172. 22. 242. 23) 
{destination addr} on port number 80 (web) 
Corp1(config)# access-list 100 deny tcp any host 172.22.242.23 eq 80 
Comment: To permit ip protocol from any source to access any destination because 
of the implicit deny any any statement at the end of ACL. 
Corp1(config)# access-list 100 permit ip any any Applying the ACL on the Interface 
Comment: Check show ip interface brief command to identify the interface type and 
number by checking the IP address configured. 
Corp1(config)#interface fa 0/1 
If the ip address configured already is incorrect as well as the subnet mask. this 
should be corrected in order ACL to work type this commands at interface mode : 
no ip address 192. x. x. x 255. x. x. x (removes incorrect configured ip address and 
subnet mask) Configure 
Correct IP Address and subnet mask : 
ip address 172. 22. 242. 30 255. 255. 255. 240 ( range of address specified going to 
server is given as 172. 
22. 242. 17 172. 22. 242. 30 ) 
Comment: Place the ACL to check for packets going outside the interface towards 
the finance web server. 
Corp1(config-if)#ip access-group 100 out Corp1(config-if)#end 
Important: To save your running config to startup before exit. Corp1#copy running-
config startup-config 
Verifying the Configuration : 
Step1: Show ip interface brief command identifies the interface on which to apply 
access list . Step2: Click on each host A, B, C & D . Host opens a web browser page 
, Select address box of the web browser and type the 
ip address of finance web server(172. 22. 242. 23) to test whether it permits /deny 
access to the finance web Server. 

QUESTION: 49
 
What is the purpose of LCP? 


A. to perform authentication 
B. to negotiate control options 
C. to encapsulate multiple protocols 
D. to specify asynchronous versus synchronous 

Answer: B 
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Explanation: 
Link Control Protocol http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1661.txt 
In order to be sufficiently versatile to be portable to a wide variety of environments, 
PPP provides a Link 
Control Protocol (LCP). The LCP is used to automatically agree upon the 
encapsulation format options, handle varying limits on sizes of packets, detect a 
looped-back link and other common misconfiguration errors, and terminate the link. 
Other optional facilities provided are authentication of the identity of its peer on the 
link, and determination when a link is functioning properly and when it is failing. 
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